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The present study sought o discover the effects on
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combintion of quality and time is most likely'to be achieved in
normal school situations; and the implications for those who design
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pi,epared'and administered to 12Q`high.school seniors randomly
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wAg each'of two differing amountS.of learning time. An immediate
posttest and a delayed, retention test were administered) Parametric
and nonparametric statistical tests yielded the following result's:
(1) an increased amount of study time promoted' differl.n4 levels of
achievement' in,delayed retention; (2) existing differences among
groups. could be attriputd to effects'of differing'qulity,of
instructional levels and/or amount of initial learning; and (3) no
interaction effects wer? significant. Limitations of the study are
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INTRODUCTION

4 Overview

Sizeable amounts of resZurcedarA necessary to maintain an ex-
tensive ,publio education system. .SUpport for these expenditures is
forthcoming, in part, because the system assumes long term retention
of skills as a goal. Sun: support would be less likely if only short
term letent,lon resulted from the system, as this would preclude long
term benefits tor the society which supports education. Therefore,
an important part of the justification for the extensive educational
endeavor rests upon-the system's capability for promoting recall and
use of skills, concepts, and principles, by students, over extended
periods of time.

flow would an educational system promote this capability for icing-
term t..ecall of essential skills in its instrudti,onal efforts? While.

.various possibilities for accomplishing' this exist, three are at once
apparent: a) provide for instruction which promotes highly effectpe
initial learning on the parr of students served by the system, b)
allow more time forstudents to engage in the learning of these
essential skills, and c) provide for strategically placed review and
rehearsal periods following.initinl instruction in essential skills.
Of these alternatives, two (a and b) Were selected for investigation
in this study,

The study reported here was concerned with the investigation of
retention of intellectual skills. The experimental treatments pro-
vided instruction which prompted two aifferent amounts of learning
time. Formative evafuation techniqueq were used to develop the in=
struction to provide differing, levels of initial learning. The con-
tent of the experimental instruction ilias Concerned with developing':

in students which would enable them.to apply a method develr
oped by Toulmirl (1958), in analyzing4 sitions taken A social issues.'
In terms of goXls of instruction in so ial studies, skills needed
analyze, ositions taken on docial issue ate assigned high priority
by Allen and4Adair (1W1) , Fenton (L967), andsMass4alas and Smith
(1965), ap well as other aUthbrities in llte..,fiefd.

Programmed texts were used as the delivery system for the ex-
.

.perimental instruction to avoid uncontrolled teacher- related influ-
ences,

Problem Statement

The problem investigated here concerned two Issues whicli are
directly relevant tosplanning, des,igning, devtloping, and implementing
instruction which wi4 insure retention. The two issues of concern
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are closely interrelated. As was stated earlier, two immediately
appprent possibilities for prompting retention of instruction are to
a) increase the effectiveness of initial learning by impfoving the
quality of instruction and b) allow students more time for whatever
instruction.is offered.

In implementation of instruction, insuring retention would be
more likely if .students increased initial 14c!er0.ng, i.e. if they had
access Co instruction which promoted effectiveness in initial learning.
Also, if students were allowed to participate in the insteuction for
periods 0if time sufficient to increase initial Learning; it would 1.

'seem that retention would be likely to increase.. In light of these
two- hypotheses, it would seem appropriate, in the implementation of
instruction, to employ instruction that insured a high level of ini-,
tial learning effectiveness and /or to provide sufficient time for the
student to engage in instruction to increase effectiveness of initial.n.
learning. The question remains Is to which of these two avenues of
improvement is most practical, and how the two might interact.

So the second issue is, "How do'we improve instruction to ful-
fill heeds implied by the two postulates ?" To address this question,
several others must first be faced. First, should instruction have
associated with it, prior to implementation, a known lelel 4bf effect-
ivgness for insuring initial learning? 4ecdnd, In the realities of
most instructional environments, is itJeasible to determine, effect-

' iveness of instruction prior to implementation? Thifd, if this latter
practice is feasible, how effective should instruction be before it
is used? Finally, if instruction pro'ves to be of a lower level of

.

effectiveness than is desired, how can it ,,be feasibly improved, or,
how can'instructionel time be utilized to compensate for a lower
level of effectiveness?

The problem then, revolves around the possibilities of increas-
ing retention levels of students as a result of manipulation of a) the

lr time students are'engaged in instruction, and/or b) the level of effect-
iveneeW regarding initial learning associated with the instruction
students engage in. Specifically, tha investigation described here
sought .to examine the following experimental questions:

What are the efgects upo'n delayed retention of two
diffeient degrees of quality of initial instruction for
two different amounts of learning time? Which combina-
tion of quality and time is likely to be most practicel
to achieve in normal school situations? What art the
implicattons for those who design instructional materi- 1.%
als?

j
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RE4ATE0 STUDIES

The results of other ,studies justify the choice of time -allowqd
for instruction and quality of instruction from the Carroll model ds
Variables in the present study of retention of purposeful instruction.
This is also true of the variable, degree of initial learning, even
though we ,do not define this as Carroll does.

Quality of Instruction

. It is difficult to locate studies where comprehensive revision
of instruction for improved quality is considered as an experimental
variable. According to Sulzen (1972),,when experinienter report the
use of differing quality levels of instruction in their studies, they
most often.adjust only one of many possible components of instruction,
e.g., clarify directions, give more examples, USQ more illustratiohs,
give objectives to one group and withhold Objectives from another,'
etc., The lack of studies dealing with entire composites of such comr:,
ponen.s serves to emphasize the need for such experiments as this
one. While it is profitable to, study,such single components as those
just cited, this does not replace the need for v Eying total effect-
iveneseof Composites.

Time Allowed for. Instruction

Several studies have investigated time allowed for instruction
as an independent variable. An experiment by Deady (1.969),wAs con7
cerned with the effects of increased time'hllotments on students'
achievements and attiude.a.---iii science cla'sses. Students in experi-
mental groups spent 35 days in a unit; control groups were allowed
only 20 days. The use of teacher-dependent instruction with several,
teachers removed the possibility of controlling for teacher based"
variance. An analysis of results from common tests revealed no sig.:,
nificant differences between control and experimental groups regarding
'either attitude or achievement.

Corrozi (1970) investigated effects of increased reading time,
different types of questions, and ctlffering instructional formats on
short-term and,dtlayed retention. Ue found, that reading time h d a
positive effect upon both short-term and delayed retention of ean-
iu:gful prose materia1s, but not for nonsense materials. This grees
with Ausubel's.(1970) conclusion that presentation in a meani gful
context is necessary for the delayed retention of instruction, but
context exerts no positive effect dn retention of nonsense material.

A post hoc study by Jarvis (1965) found signif!-,-..nt superiority
for increased ti'ae.allotments on immediate tests in reading, arithme-
tic, and language arts achievement, but not on tests of delayed reten-
tion. This study'iuvolved 713 sixth graders in 35 schools, so the
results filay have been heavily influenced by lack of experimen,t'al Con-
trol and,by teacher-based variance.

0
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Wang and Lindvall (1969),_in performing a validation study of
the Carroll model, f.ound little relationship between aptitude and
learning rate (time taken in study to paSs a mathematics skills test)
and no, significant differences between groups taking short and lengthy
peripds of time in arriving at acceptable performance levelp on the
test. ,

In a study involving 2,000 twelfth graders using Harvard Project,
Physics materials, Welch and Hridgham (1968) reported no significant
differences, regarding retention, between g.roups who,studieolsothe ma--
terials for differing time intervals. 'Teachers selected intiPrv4s
used types of instructional activities, and ratios of types of in-
Structional activities students were involved in. Therefore, very
little experimental control was exerted in the study.

Carroll (1973) used aptitude and achievement data gathered from
standardized testing in a nationwide's4udy to develop a modelsuchm*
that_,...-a) for students in any grade, expected achievement is directly
proportional to measured aptitude, and b) the proportionality coeffi-
cients (achievement/aptitude) are a function of time, except for some
cases involving first and second graders. This model demonstrates.
that achievement at time t,.the achievement of the average individual,
is the average achievement for al individuals at that time. There,-
fore, since the predictor of achievement from aptitude. is time-corre-
lated, individuals with slow learning rates (who need more time to
learn) will have less than al)erage achievement, and those with rapid
learning rates will have greater than average achievementrscores.

To summarize, then, among students concerned with effecls of in-
creased time allotments, it can be noted that results are mixed.
While these mixed results often. seem to result from lack of standard-
ization of conditions within experiments, it could also be Ehat,thei
increased time ihtervals .employed were not sufficiently extended to
account for variance that occurs as a result of including slOwer learn-
ers in the experiment.

4

R23.1.2flail.±1 Learning

In a review of research regarding retention,, Seagoe (1970) proposed
to teachers that the single most important,factor in preventing forget-
ting is degree of _initial learning. She. suggested that teachers enhance
retention by using a) techniques which promote over-lgarning, b)
distributed practice during instruction, and c), application of initial
learning in differing situationS following instruction. This empha-
sis upon attempting to promote the highest degree of initial learn-
ing in order t1O promote retention is in concurrence with guideline's
suggested by Gage and,Robwer (1969) and Gagne (1970). Similar sug-
ges(ted lists of retentiOn-promotirig practices designed to increase
degree of initial learning have been offered by Davis (1966), who
adds mental pracCice (learner rehearsal) to his list, and Xrumboltz
(1964) who suggests the superiority of overt responding over covert
responding..

()
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In a study of effects of three types of repetition upon re-
tention, WAine et al, (1972)4found the amOunt of initial learning Ulo
be a better predictor of retention than any type of repetition in-

- vo).ved in the experiment, for both specific fact retention and
"Chunk" retention. This result held for informatiod presented in
meaningful context and lists of facts presented in Landom arrange-
ment.

Bobrow and Bower (1969) found thq.t initial learning and reten-
tion could be increased if studedts constructed sentences with cri-
terion material to provide,a personalized.basis for recall. This
use of composing of sentences as a method. fq.r a construction strategy,
wnich the writers identified' as a mathemegenics, is not'of'great.
Import to the present study, but the great difference) in degree of ,

original learning resulting from. heir use is'. iThis difference was
reflected in superiority in retention for groups with greater initial
learning.

Several studies have produced results contrary to the findings
just cited regarding the importance of initial learning in promoting
,retention. Reynolds and Glaser (1964) found that there wqrs no re-
lationship between the amount of original learning and degree of
retention, when the differences in original learning resulted from
dIffering numbers of examples used in two versions of'a programmed
text in mathematics. Gibson (1969) found that over=learning and
drill with rules4promoted initial learning, but exerted no signifi-
cant effect upon delayed retention. Gay (1971), Using time for re;
learning as the measure of retention, found no savings in the number
of examples necessary in the original learning to reach.an arbitrary
criterion in problem solving using mathematics rules..

a

in summary, while the weight of evidence seems to substantiate
the importance of initial learning for promoting delayed retention,
these last three studies resulting. in contrary findingsadealt .exclu-
sively with intellectual skills and might be more important in inter-
preting results of the study described here, as they tend to supnorl
Gagne's feeling (personal communique) that students either have ma--
tery of intellectual skills or they do not. That is, maste'y for
.discrete intellectual skills is likely to be absolute; it is present.

: in the learner or it is not. On then other hand, Ilverlearning of
information 'nor enhance retention. ' 4

a

Jmnlications for This Study

The implications di the preceding interpretetions hold importance
4

for the design of instructional _materials and the aSsessment of de-
layed retentiomoin this study dile to the following factors.' Tirst,
if the conditions which have been identified as promoting retention
can be designed'into the experimental instruction tobe used,, the,
possibility of designer bias in favor of any treatment will be less
likely to occur. Second, if the effect of degree of initial learndng
upon delayed retention can he validly accounted for bry adjusting re-
tention scores, either by using the fOrmula suggested\by Davis (r9t6),

it
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or Statistically as suggez7ted by Wodtke (1967) ,and Cook (1970, the
effects of amount of timelallowed- for learning can be more clearly
isolated, as can the effects of quality of instruction.

The mixed effects upon retention reported here'for increased
time allotments and degret.of initial learning, coupled with the
seeming absence of studies employing a holistic definition of quality
instruction,, especially when quality is not affected by-tdacher-
dependent activity, serves to.emphagize the need for studies such as
the one described here.

M
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Overview

Thftdevelppmental and experimental procedures involved in'im-
41.plementing this study were' performed as follows. First, a.programed
text (referred to in later sections as version I) dealing with the
use of Toulmin's (1958). schema for analyzing position statements was

. developed and implemented with a group of 30 high school seniors.
Second, data gathered-11:0m student comments, test results, and ex-
perimenter analy is of these data, were used to revise the version I .

text yielding a s cond text (referred to in later sections as version
II). Third, verSi IT was- implemented with a second group or 30
'high school seniors d data were gathered to insure that version II
was superior to version I in the level of initial learning that
version II produced for students. t

Fourtit, i20 high school seniors from two large English classes
were randomly assigned to one of four equal-sized treatment groups.
Fitth each of the two versions of the programed text was administered
to one of the four treatment groups, in combination with each of
two diffrerent amounts cf learning time. Sixth, when alloted study
time expired for each group, au immediate postest was administered
to its members. Due to length of time requiFed to complete the
fifth and sixth proceitinres, the 120 students involved reported Eo
a large lecture classroom for 90 labinutes on each of two cor(secutive
days. 'The first day was required for completing the programmed
text and the second was used .4r completing the programmed text for
thejarger study time and for testing.% Seventh, a d lwediretention
test was administered to the 120 students in a sin e group, 13
days after the immediate posttest. Finally, data obtained 'from the
two tests were subiected to parametric (analysis of variance) and
nonparametric (Wilson Chi-Square) analyses to test the effects of
a)- quality cf instruction level, b) time engaged in instruction,
c) level of initial learningt. and d) interactions among a, b, and *,
upon delayed 'retention of skills involved in applying the Tdulmin
schema.

Ejerimentcl-Design

4 2 x 2 design with repeated measures was employed in the study
using two levels of quality, of instruction and two amounts of study
time for'each quality of instruction. The two levels of quaity.of
instruction were achieved and documented by implementing two forma-
tivefevaluations. The, first of these dodumented the quality of the
first draft ing;ructional materials and provided data for revising
them. The second allowed documentation of the quality level of the
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revised instruction. Two versions of a. programmed text were employed
to deliver thsvinstruction, each version containing one of the levels
:of quality which resulted from formative evaMation,

A..
An immediate posttest and a delayed retention test,comprised the

repeated measures factor in the design as each was a iheasure of re-
tention' evident at a different pdint in time: In applying parametric
analysis of 4erianw techniques to data obtained from the experiment,
the immediate posttest (degr e of initial 1p.rning) was 4Freated as
an in ependept variable as su gested by Wodtke (1967). Such a
practice'is Apprnmriate, a cording to that write as measure's of
inttiAlearging.and delaye retention-measures are usually highly
correlated..' When a peasure of, delayed retention is used as the de-
pendeinti,,varitble, s'was the case in the present study, consideration
of the immediate per o' ance Lest,(degree of initial learning) as
an indepepdent variable enables the expu,i2tmenter to: a)' determine
the degree of the relationship between the tworepeated measures,
b) account for effects of individual differences between .partie±=----F<x pants in- the experiment, and therirbyt,c)__nbta-km p more accurate

. estimate of the ovirall effaces trWthent variables in tie e't-
_ _

4_ periment-.

Severat researchers have determined thaettOgpd'ated measures
design fs an appropriate one for analysis of da,tqa in retention
studies. Campbell and Stanley (1963), Wodtke (1967), and Cook (1970)
haye giv,n attention to the potential of repeated measures designs,
.and'each of these authors Cites four strengthalinherent in Such

7
I designs for reten ion studies.

First, repea ed measures designs provide contrgl lor confound-
. ing that could be exerted by carry -over. effects. Such effects 8ften

result from the o der in which observations are obtained in, say,
factorial 'esigns.

Second, in retention experiments, differences among individuals
are often quite large relative to differences the experimenter is
attempting to evaluate.' The repeated ineasures design provides sta-
tistical controls, fbr individual differ)ences; these controls amelinr-
aLe difficulties edncerned with relatiGle sizes of differences exist-
ing in an,iexperiment.

ti

Itird.4--4t 1,.) additive model is realistic in an experiment, it ;-

is likely that sequence effects will'interfere with the determine-
+ tion Of differences., Such interference is arko controlled in the,/

....

repeated measures design.
4 a

. P

, A. fourth strength citsd for repeated measures designs results
from the cumula0.ve effect's pliethe three previously cited strengths.

_...,

Due to tillis cumulative effect, the degree of precision of parameter
estimates, increases more rapidly,tlan in other designs as the numbers
of subjects per treatment increase, When repeated measures are useoi.

10
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The's& four strengths are not characteristic(of two other de-,
signs whicI are often employed 'in retention experiments: counter- "

--balanced designs and analysis of covariance. Thus, a repeated
measures dea.kgn would seem to be alost appropriate for analysis of
data resulting. from implement,ation Of this, study.er

-; -,

Data obtained from the experiment were Abjectedito both Ravi- ,

metric (analylis:of variance) and nonparametric (Wilson Cli-Squarc)

4,analyses because: a) there-is continuing controversy reg rging
proper conditiona for their respective uses, b) it is iiHe y that
assump4ons required for parametric tectiltiques were violated lin
this,4iudy, and c) parametric techniques are usually superior, to '

nonparametries in power comparisons far the some sampl.t._siF.4-04mnr----------
the parametric assumptions are met.___--------------,

-44 -

Analysis of Data,

Parametric andNonparametric Components it
,-

.

,

Data obtained from the stud were analyzed using both parametric
and nonparametric methods.. The rationale for this procedure, presen-
ted in a previous section, focused upon three issues; (a) the con-
tinuing controversy regairding proper conditions for use of parametric
and nonparametric technique.a,:(b) ithe lik4ihood, in strict', interpre-
tation, that conditions said to be necessaty for using parametric.

1 techn.iques were violated in implementing this study, and (c) thA -

1 fact that paramItric. techniques are usually favored over nonparametric
techniqpes in power comparisons for the same sample site when para-
metric assumptio'ns are met. 7

Vt-..4---4--- q

44

1

A three-ac or model was employed in the ,parametric analy.4It

i

wi ph repeated mear.es on the lest It can be stated as
fo lows:

\
.

Y.'. = M +\T-
1

+ P.ijkl
'

go.

Where:

7

+A + TP + TAik + PAjk +.TPAiik +
k ij.

p i\ .p,
..

"1(i'l ' '''-d.(ij)
)

1

T= time engaged in nstructiOn; 2 leVels; fixed.
P = _quality of iAtr ,ction; levels fixed. -

A =\ performance assesament;,2 evels;1 immediate and ielayed.
R = r41ications; 30 4s per treatment; random.\.
the two levels, of time\engaged in inatuction were 75 and 105 min-

, utes. Quality of insOuetion levels' corresponded to immediate per-
formance levels obtained using each of two versions of the instruc-,
tional materJa!s, and t'e two levels of performane assessment em-
ployed were immediate an delayed. 1 \

a
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The nonparametric technique used was a
.

distribdtion.thfreetes1
for analsis of variance hypotheses *developed WWIlson.(1956).
Thik technique .was derived from an earlier work by Rao (1952) which
demonstrated that a Chi-squ'are statistic fe a contingency ,table can
be broken down in much the same wa'y as a total sum of squares is de-
.cdmposed in pa.rame,,t-dc'unalysisvofvariahce computations.' IC Lp

. ,applicable to problemS inypIvinz designs pf two Dr more variabre.l
The general-formulia used in this procedure is:

40. . ,

'

P

.

.

XT Z'E IIELIL-LiCii24./.19_
A
+ . (bfijk - nA4,. nbin)

2
, ..

, .
2 e , -2

_ -----0-p.i.... ,: 0_____,

n,. n n nib nb/n % .nick
1.

I ,,

na = numb er of observations greater than ar,equal
/
to t-Be overall

median on the delayed performance assessment.
, .. .

. . .

i

nb ='num-ber of observations Less than the median on the delayed.
1 ; ''fperormance assessment.\ '. .

1 ..

afijk = number of otserations iss a cell greater than or equal to
the overall media:ton the delayed lierformance Ssessme*.

= number
\ median

nijk =

below
ment. //

4

This technique is not adaptable to repeated measures designt'so the
ahalagous Parametric statistical model for the nonparametriq''analysis
is stated in .the iorm of a three factor factorial design, as follows:

'
, -,

. q.a

of observations id a cell 16s.s than the overa4
won the delayed performance assessm9.L. ,

I

$

I

4

observations ill) a cell, both above and equal to and
the 00000111 median on the delayed performance assess-

.

rijkl = M t Ti + pi + Ak +.TP. + TIAlt + PA.k + TPA..k + /21(41.0lj 1 ) . 1)
. I\ __________ 14t-_-- . ,

Methods of Data Analvsis..\
\ °

,

Data resulting from ale study were subjected to an analysis
.

of

variatce for the narametric analysis using computer program av front
the .UCLA biomedical series Dixon, 1,70). Output from the program ....

. includes cell means, cell de iations, nd,.'an anarksis of variance

r.

source table which includes: .ources 6f variance, sums of-,T.quares
degrees of freedom, mean squar s, and expectel mean squares . for terms
pecified in'the model.' The p rametric ANOVA output for,t,his ,study'
is presented in' Table 1 and deScriitf,ve data for the experilisept is
presented fn Table.2. 1 6

.
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. In perforliing F -,tests, for the parametric Analysis, an aloha'
Levq,*b.f ,05 was deemed aoceptable,with regard to- the probability .

of committing a type 7 error inidecisions concerning re4ection of
the null hypotheses :

, u, ,

,

For.thenonoaxapetri& technique, the data were cast in a,

1

2x2x2x.2 Oxrkcxb) contingency,table. Rowsili the contingency
[

r tables repyesented the two levels df quality of Instrtictiori .in the
Cstudy., Coluans represented the tc,4 levels of time engaged in In-
struction used in, the study.. Bi.ocks evresented the effects of.

!
.initial learnj.ng inicated by inditvidualsf- scores on the immediate

,performance assegsmep4. . .

" , . ,,

. .,-

Subjeots: .were assligned.to cells in, the cohtingency table ,
.

according to the.following proceddre.:, The overall medians for dis-
. tr,ibuti.ons 'of scOyes on the ivediate,and delayed, performance assess-,

ments, respep,tiT'ilv, were determined.-. Subjects with scores equal
to or aboVe the median on the dlayed,performance,assessment were
tessiamed to one portion of the.cOntingency table (nd., and those
withscbres on,the same measure which were below the overall median

s . were assigned to. another portion of the-fable (nia ,. Depending upon ,

, -0
the treatment group they had been assigned to, they were subdequent:-

& ..

Ay assigned, to a cell 4b the appropriate portion of the table.depend-
Ina up,on whether tho(r scores on the immediate performance assess-upon

.

, ,,anent were above or equal to, or below, ehe overall median on that
. v
measure. The results of implementing these cell assignment proce-.

duresler this studrdare presented eeted in Tabl 3.

, ,. 4 1 t ' I '

'r

4 In p'erforming.Chi-squaie tests for the nonparametric analysis,,
an alpha level of .05. was deemed acceptable With,regard to the probe- .;.

, 1 ,
.bill.gx .of, committing A Type l' errOr in decisions concerning rejection

.

, 11 \!.) the null' hypotheses. i

, r

table 4 presents results the Chi-square tests which were
. , .

' performed in the course of the nonparametrio analysis. Obtained
.

1'
,

.,Chi-squae valuxes ate not presented for discrete interaction effects
because the total possible value of Chi,-square attributable to in-
teraction was not Statistically significant for the two-way inter-
action with,t7 e least degrees of,freedom. Therefore, there could
be no,signifi ant inter, Lion effect :In the nonparametric analysis.

, .

,
4,,e'eN

;

. Thereader.sho44-4d aware "that while each of the two statisti=.,
. cal.analyses used in the study was.appropriate, they Were not Parallel..

The Wilson Cili-Square did not allPw use of repeated measures, .there-
fore the redults of the pests' should be viewed'as'being ddrived.from.
two' separate analyses. _While the results of implementing the two

' techniques will be discussed together in sections that follow and
conclusions, inferred from the two tests are discussed as being re-
lated, thereis no assumption that the two analyses are actually the
same.

4
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ftESULTS xcs"

Effects of 'Differing Time Levels in Instructio0

/

The.parametric nullifOrt of the'statistical "hypothesis
tested for thit experimental hypothesis was :

TiMe.= 0
Redultt of the an4lysis of variance were used to perform

fan F ,test atialpha = with 1 and 116 degrees of freedom.
The rieiection region for this test is represented y obtained
F values greater than 3.91.1 The obtained F 'for ti is hypothe--
is was 6.8, therefOre, the null hffothesis Wa,s riejecled.

The effect of'differing time levels in the experiment was,
/7 found to be significant. According to'information provided

by Cohen (1969), power for this statistical tedt was found to
be Toximaely .97 t-or a moderate effect,

'
1 .

4

T.he nonparametric null form, ot the` statistical hypothesis
tested was: !nor There are no diffeiences among groups which
can be attributed to effects by diff'eAng time levels in in:-

Results obtained were tested using a Chi-sqaare'statisti6
lath alpha = .135, and 1 degree of freedom., The rejection region
,rforthis test consisted of Chi-square values greater than 384.
The obtained Chi-square value for this test was 1.6 (power =

b93
for a moderate effect size') which did not.ailow rejection

f the-null hypothesis. Therefore, the effects of using dif-ti \
fering time levels in the experiment was fourld to be not sig-'
nificant,in the nonpatametric'test.

.1rs,

s,.

a

The deoision to(rejectt the null hypothesis-in the r:paametric
. .

case, meant that the alternative hypothesis (Ha:
q2 Time 0)

. could not he rejected. This decision supports the cOntentioa
. that differ .ng levels of achievement in delayed retention were

promoted by an increased amount of study ,time.' Failure to
reject the,null hypothesis in the nonparametric test disallowed
any inference with respect to theialternative hypothisis.

These teat° proved to be the only occasion in the experiment
where similar sta,tistical decisions were not supported by re-
sults of b th parametricnd nonpaxametria tests. In the non,
paratetric analysis oaf data, itmediat& posttest scores were
arbitrari y divided at the median of that distributions (see
Table 3) o provide for use of amount of initial learning as
a variable in the ana34sis. This decision, while consistent
with directions for use of thip particular Ch- square technique N

*' 14
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(Wilson, 1950, promoted manifestation ()one issue of the continu-
ing parametticYnonparametric controversy in the results of thip..ex-
perimen.:. That is, valid parametric tests are moresensitiveto
differences and therefore; are, more powerful for the same experimen-
tal conditions than are similar noppatametric techniques, when all
parametric assumptions are met.,,

Iri pr4aring the data for the nonparametric analysis, the
levelof measurement necessarily used was nominal as opposed to the
inteival level used in ANOVA. The particular classification system
emPioY,e& in the gilson Chiquare test calls for dividing scores
into two groups; those below the median And those above or equal to
ehe median, ,Thus4 differences in individual scores, on the ordey
of, say, 10 points on an iAterval scale, are not evidenced in the
nominal scale employed in the nonparametric analysis. The reader
may determine, for himself.., which of these data scale assumptions
meets his criteria.

Effects of Differing, Quality Levels in Instruction

The parametric null form of the statistical hypothesis eeted
was: ,

0 2 = O. An F-test qa.s_performed
Quality, Levels 7

..... . .

at'alpha = .05 and 1 an& li6 degrees of freedom. The rejection ,
.region for this test Consistd& of obtained F values greatet ehas_-- ,,,- ;

3.93. The obtained F far this test was 4..47 which allowed_rgrectOn
< _--r-of the null hypothesis, and the power level associa d with the

decision was approximately ,.97 for a moderatg-ef eet size.
.

,

. -.---------
The nonparametric statistical hypothesis tested was: Ho:

There are to differences.among groups which can be .attributed to .

effects of differing quality of instruction leYels. The obtained
Chi-square value for this hypothesis was 4.4, which allowed rejection
4of the null hypothesis at a power level of approximately .93 for a

1moderate effect size. the rejection, region was represented by ob-
. ..

tained values greater ehan
t

5.84, fOr:Chi-square with alpha = .05
and 1 degree of'freedom. , r ,

4.4.

Rejc .ing the null hypothesis in the parametric and nonparametric
tests meant that the respective alternative hypotheses

(Ha: °2 Quality Levels .
i_and Ha: There are differences

among groups Cwnion all-Ze attributed to effects' of differing quality
of instruction levels) could not be rejected, i.e., the use of
differing, quality levels of instruction can promote achievement of

1differing delayed retention levels.

Effects of Amount of Initial Learning
4

The parametric statistical hypothesidtested was:
(72, \ = 0.
Amount.Initial Learning 4' The obtained F value'for
,

_

the hypothesls was 128.4- The rejection region consisted of obtained

15
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F values at alpha = .05 with 1 and 116 degrees of freedom, greater
than 3,83.5 The null hypothesis 'was rejected with a power level of
approximately ..,97 -for a moderate effect size.

The nonparametric statistical hypothesis tested (Ho: There are
no differences among grbup4-whieh can be attributed to effects of .

amount of initial learning) was rejected with,an obtained Chi- square
value, of 25.3e The rejection region for the hypothesis consisted of

I,

obtained Chi-square yalues, with alpha = .05 and 1 degree of free-
dom, which were greater than 3,8A, A power level of approximately
:93 wasassaciated with the decision CO reject the null hypothesis
for a moderate effect size.'

Rejection of the null hypothesis in the parametric test meant
th-e the Alternative hypothesis ' 0 ,2

/ ,0. pia:

n iTN1

0)

'72\mount Iniflal Learning-
could

. '

'not be rejected. A" similar colic-IX/Wi wes-pect CO the
nonparametric null hypothesis was, appropriate, therefore, the al-
ternative hypotheses (Ha: Thers are differences among groups which /1'

can be attributed to effects of amount of initial learning) could
,

not be,rejected; i.e. that differences in amounts of initial learn-
ing promote differing levels of achievement in delayed retention-.

0

EfEects of Interactions Among Variables

Statistical null hypotheses for all interactions among the 3
independent variables were tested using parametric means. Naoptained
F was sufficiently.large to allow rejection of any null hypothesis
cuncerninginteraction (see Table 3). The rejection region for F

1with alpha = and,1 and, 116 degrees of freedom consists of F
values greater than 3.84. The largest F for any interaction hypo-1
thesis was1,7. The power level associated With this statistical
.decision was auroximately .92 for,a -moderate effect size.

.

As reported previously, no nonparametrie test allowed rejectiion
of any statisticql null hypothesis concerned' with interactions., a9
the obtained Chi-s4uare value for total interactiun (2.2) was not

\significant prior to partitioning it into the two'- and three- way
interactions. This negated the possibility that any discrete int
action could 'be found to be significant by nonparametric methods.

Limitations
0 *

There are three possible sources knopn that couldexert lim t-
ing influences upon results in the present study. Two of the sources
will be reported here and one will be rc orted later in the Una tici-
pated Outcomes section of this paper. /

N
r

First, there is the possibility th t confounding existed' h eween
the variables of'quality levels'of inst uction, and the amonnt ;of

16
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initial learning., Quality levels of instruction were obtainobta,ind far
the two versions of the promgrammed text by determining Ore proportion
of subjects who achieved an arbitrary performance criterion level
during the formative evaluation cycle. Therefore, when subjects
were assigned to treatment groups, especially for the shorter time
period (75 minutes), only a certain proportion of them (33% for
version I and 63% for version II) were likely to achieve the arbi-
trary performance criterion level.

0

At the same timik, amount of initialjaatning for each'indivi-
dual in the experiment was measured by the number of items correct
on the immediate posttest. -It is possible,asuming the logic of
the Carroll model to be correct, that,0the combination of quality
level of instruction and time allotment employed in each treatment
group constituted an upper limit on the number of students who could
achieve a degree of initial learning equal to the arbitrary minimum
performance level. That is, for a given quality level of instruc-
tion and any time allotment that is less than what is needed for
each individual in a group, it is only pOssible for some proportion
of the group less than 100% to achieve a desired performance, level.
Confounding would result in that we may not have accurately deter-
mineg relative effects, upon the immediate performance level achieved
by an individual (as contrasted to the' average student) of tkin
allotment versus quality level Of instruction.

T,he second possible source of limitations on the results of,.
this study concerned a promotion being operated by a local radio
station. Under the rules of the promotion, the school which turned'
in the most 3 x 5 inch cards with the words "Care Free Gum" written
on them would win a concert -t the school by an internationally
known rock music group. The two days during which the programmed
texts and immediate performance tests were implemented were also the

_final two days of the contest and subjects were quite interested in
writing cards. While subjects did not engage in producing cards
when they were working in the two version's of the programmed text,
it was possible that they were not attending fully to the task.

.

Thirteen days later, when the experimenter returned at the
appointed time to administer the retention test, the students were
not in he large lecture classroom. An inquiry at the school office
led to,he discovery that the subjects were in the auditorium where
they Tete being entertained by an internationally know rock group- -
a prize won by the school in the "Care Free Gum" contest. About
twenty minutes later the subjects returned to_take the retention
test.. It is possible that the "Care Free Gum" phenomenon 'exerted
effects upon the results of this study to some, unknown extent.



TABLE 1

rAnalysis of. Vari4ade

.

' Source_ d.f. MS F

Mean 00,
. 1 75650 ,

Time engaged in instruction (T)

i

I 424 6.8*

Quality of instruction (P) 1 275 4.4*
4

Immediate performance assessment (A) a 1799 128.4*

,T X ,P I 1 18 .3.

' T X A".
.

;'). 4 .3
-

. -P x , 1 26 '1.7

\ T X. X A
,,, .

1 6 .4

Subjects (S) within treatments 116 62 :

S X A within treatments '116 15

4_.

'*.significant with' alpha = .05

18
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.TABLE 2

Descriptive Data fo'r' Experiment

1

Group
ry

Test
1

Rahge

\

Mean
-

Standard Deviation

version I

75 minutes

posttest 24 18. 7.'65

delayed retention, .20 12.7 N\ '7.35

version II

75 Minutes

posttest r 26 e.8 5.58

delayed retention 14 15.t9. 4.60

version I

105 minutes

posttest 25 ,22.4,
,

' '5.70

delayed retention 24 1 5.4 ' 5.90 .

Version II

105 minutes

posttest 26 26:.4 6.85

delayed retention 22 17.8 6.65
.

4
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TABLE 3

Nonparametric Contingency Table

above overall
Md on delayed
assessment)

Quality of
Instruction

(below overall
Md on delayed
assessment),

?

Quality. of
Instruction

Level
(Low),

Time Engaged in Instruction
75 minutes' 105 minutes
<Md

immediate
>Md <Md >Md

immediate immediate immediate

6 3 - 12

Level.
(Nigh)

Level
(Low)

Level
(High)

9 1 16.

13 8 11

114

10 4 10

TABLE 4

Results of Nonparametric Analysis

4

Source df Chi-square

Total Chi-square 33.S'*

Time engaged in instruction (T; column effect) 1.6

`Quality of Instruction (P; row effect) 1 4.4*

immediate performance assessment IA; block 25.3*
.effect)

Interaction effects (total). 2.2

* significant with alpha = .05

20
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